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                     Practical

Children have a deep urge towards independence.

The practical life exercises directly support indepen-
dence to a high degree. Children learn by imitation, 
expand their field of activity and area of action, and 
acquire fundamental skills. The exercises are a direct 
invitation for children to actively deal with their  
environment.

The objects have been chosen in such a manner that 
the objective is clearly recognizable by the child and is 
perceived as a reason for action. The initially clumsy 
movements become confident and harmonic.  

The possibility of self-control satisfies and encourages 
a discretionary number of repetitions.

The children’s movements and focused actions are 
playing the main role in the practical life exercises. 
The actual benefits of the work move to the backg-
round. 

Maria Montessori assumes that the practical life  
exercises have a positive impact on personality  
development.

“Help me do it myself!”
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                     Practical

Info
Trays 
Trays have a double function. On the one hand, they 
are transport aids for materials, on the other hand,  
they serve the order structure within the open shelves.  
The child finds all objects on them that they need for 
the respective activity.

  130136  
Hand Washing Stand 
  Just like the Grown-ups! With the washstands and 
cleaning utensils  exactly matching their body height, the 
children are playfully learning  to keep their environment 
clean and tidy. The aim is the assumption of  responsibility 
and strengthening of the community by joint activities.  

Dimensions: L 50 x W 50 x H 44 cm

Material: Beech

  130137 
Cloth Washing Table
  Just like the Grown-ups! With the washstands and 
cleaning utensils  exactly matching their body height, the 
children are playfully learning  to keep their environment 
clean and tidy. The aim is the assumption of  responsibility 
and strengthening of the community by joint activities.  

Dimensions: L 79 x W 43 x H 43 cm

Material: Beech.

  
130138 
Mop & Broom Stand 
  Just like the Grown-ups! With the washstands and 
cleaning utensils   exactly matching their body height, the 
children are playfully learning   to keep their environment 
clean and tidy. The aim is the assumption of   responsibili-
ty and strengthening of the community by joint activities.  

Dimensions: L 31 x W 31 x H 48 cm.

Material: Beech.

  130102
Large Wooden Tray
  Can be very variably applied for different practical life 
exercises. Children learn, for example, carefulness and at-
tentiveness while serving tea during a convivial tea party!  

Dimensions: L 41 x W 27 x H 2.8 cm.

Material: Beech. 
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   Dressing Frames
  With the dressing frames, the motor function of the fingers and eye-hand coordination 
can be excellently promoted. When opening and closing the different types of fasteners 
repeatedly, precision and diligence are key. Besides learning indispensable skills for 
practical life, the children take a step towards independence at the same time. The 
sturdy wooden dressing frames are covered with durable cotton and/or heavy duty 
imitation leather. The cover is always single-colored, so the children can concentrate on 
the fasteners and are not distracted by color patterns.  Dimensions: 30 x 30 cm.

      130088    Frame Small Buttons                130089   Frame Large Buttons
       130091    Frame Bow Tying                130092   Frame Lacing 
 130093    Frame Hook and Eye                130094   Frame Safety Pin
 130095    Frame Snapping                     130096   Frame Zipping
 130097    Frame Buckling                130098   Frame Shoe Buttoning
 130099    Frame Shoe Lacing                     130101   Frame Hook and Loop
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  Dressing Frames Saver Set
  Set contains the following frames: Small Buttons, Large Buttons, Bow Tying, Lacing, 
Buckling, Shoe Bottoning, Shoe Lacing.  Dimensions: 30 x 30 cm.
130790  

Dressing Frames

Savings for Sets!
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130086
Dressing Frames Stand for 12
Material: beech.
Dimension: L31 x h 99 x 31 cm
Delivery without frames.

130087
Dressing Frame Stand for 6  
Material: brich plywood.
Delivery without frames.

130141
Hard Rug Stand
Hard Rug Stand.  This way, the 6 work rugs are stored 
away in a space-saving manner and are always at hand.  

Material: Birch. 

Dimensions: Length 53 x width 51 x height 69 cm

Info
Work Rugs
Most of the activities can take place 
on a work rug, which limits the child’s 
work space. Distractions are avoided 
and children learn to respect the spa-
ce of others around them when they 
are provided with a limited work spa-
ce. In addition, the limited work spa-
ce, provided by a work rug, directs 
the attention to the material itself.

   091101 Light Blue
091097 Dark Blue
091098 Black
091099 Green
091100 Red
Work Rug
Material Polyamide. Rugs are delivered in rolls: 
Crinkles will disappear within a few days. 
Please use commercially available 
carpet cleaners. 

Dimensions: 70 x 120 cm.

Due to the vertical design, 
this saves a lot space.
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